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11. BOX CRAB EXPERIMENTAL GEAR PERMIT   

Today’s Item Information  ☐ Action  ☒ 

Receive and consider approving requests for box crab experimental gear permits (EGPs) for 
participation in DFW’s box crab EGP program.  

Summary of Previous/Future Actions  

 Approved MRC recommendation for incidental Dec 6-7, 2017; San Diego 
take limits rulemaking and EGP program 

 MRC update on EGP program Jul 17, 2018; MRC, San Clemente 

 Received draft EGP criteria and conditions Oct 17, 2018; Fresno 

 Today consider approving EGP requests Dec 12-13, 2018; Oceanside  

Background 

Pursuant to Fish and Game Code Section 8606 governing development of commercial fishing 
gear, FGC has authority to approve EGPs, to be issued by DFW. The Commission may 
approve issuance of EGPs for the purpose of authorizing new types of commercial fishing gear 
and authorizing new methods of using existing commercial fishing gear. Permits are subject to 
any conditions FGC deems necessary to ensure proper utilization and protection of marine 
resources, and to minimize user group and resource allocation conflicts.  

Since late 2017, DFW has been developing a collaborative research program designed to 
study brown box crab through FGC-approved EGPs that would be issued to commercial trap 
fishermen who are willing to meet conditions necessary for the project. See exhibits 1 and 2 for 
detailed background. The research will explore using existing fishing gear in a new way.  The 
collaborative research program would support emerging fisheries, as mandated by the Marine 
Life Management act, by providing the necessary information to determine if the box crab 
resource represents a viable new fishing opportunity. If FGC approves the issuance of EGPs, 
the collaborative research program would permit fishermen to target box crabs through the use 
of existing commercial fishing gears used according to new methods.   

At the Oct 2018 FGC meeting, DFW presented an overview of the research design and costs, 
and proposed EGP participation criteria and permit conditions, which were vetted in two 
meetings with interetrested industry members and with MRC (Exhibit 3). Based on funding 
secured by DFW to offset costs of electronic monitoring equipment and program participation, 
DFW recommended that eight EGPs be issued. To avoid spatial concentration of fishing effort, 
DFW proposed that the eight permits be distributed according to fishing study regions with 
three permits issued to fishermen operating north of Point Conception, and five permits issued 
to fishermen operating south of Point Conception into one or more sub-regions.  

Following the Oct 2018 FGC meeting, commercial trap fishermen interested in a box crab 
EGP, and willing to meet research requirements, permit terms and conditions, and cost-
sharing needs, were asked to submit requests to FGC and specify their desired fishing region. 
Fishermen were also informed that if more than eight requests were received, that a drawing 
may be necessary to assign an order of consideration for the eight funded EGPs.  
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FGC received written requests from 15 commercial trap fishermen (Exhibit 4) and forwarded 
the requests to DFW for review. Of these fishermen, 3 wish to fish north and 12 wish to fish 
south of Point Conception. DFG found that all 15 fishermen would be capable of operating 
under the proposed EGP due to the following:  (1) possession of a valid invertebrate trap 
fishery permit, (2) agreeing to all draft permit terms and conditions, and (3) possession of a 
vessel with the capability to carry an observer (Exhibit 5). 

Significant Public Comments (N/A) 

Recommendation  

FGC staff:  Approve allocating three EGPs to the area north of Point Conception; approve 
allocating five EGPs to the area south of Point Conception; determine what permit conditions 
to include in each EGP. Direct staff to identify the fishermen who would receive the permits 
using a list of names from a drawing establishing the order for consideration, to be conducted 
immediately after the Commission recesses on the first day of its Dec 12-13, 2018 meeting:   

(1) Approve EGPs for the three applicants requesting to fish in areas north of Point 
Conception and the first five in the established order that requested to fish south of 
Point Conception, to (a) be issued sequentially in the order drawn for the south, (b) 
become effective for 12 months uponApr 1, 2018 and receipt of cost-share as 
specified, and (c) be renewed annually for up to three years upon receipt of annual 
cost-share payment.  

(2) Approve EGPs for the remaining applicants, to be issued sequentially in the order 
drawn and in the region for which they applied, that would only become active when 
either: (a) a newly funded EGP in that region opens, or (b) a permitee declines to 
participate or withdraws voluntarily or involuntarily, thereby opening a funded EGP. 

(3) All applicant names will be drawn and the order of selection recorded. If a selected 
participant declines, fails to submit cost-sharing funds, does not agree to and abide by 
all permit terms and conditions, withdraws, or is removed during the permit term, the 
permit will be offered to the next potential participant in order drawn. If a future fishery 
is developed, access to or preferential treatment regarding future permits of any type 
is not implied by participation in the EGP program. 

DFW:  See Exhibit 5 for DFW recommendations. 

Exhibits 

1. Staff summary for Agenda Item 11, Jun 20-21, 2018 FGC meeting (for background 
only) 

2. Staff summary for Agenda Item 12, Oct 17, 2018 FGC meeting (for background only) 

3. DFW presentation from Oct 17, 2018 FGC meeting 

4. Table of fishermen who submitted EGP statements of interest 

5. DFW memo, list of applicants, and draft EGP permit, received Dec 6, 2018 

6. DFW memo and draft notice of exemption, received Dec 6, 2018  
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Motion/Direction  

Moved by _________________ and seconded by ___________________ that the 
Commission determines that the project is exempt from CEQA as being categorically exempt 
and approves the staff recommendations for the box crab experimental gear permits, and 
approves the proposed terms and conditions as discussed today. 
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11. COMMERCIAL NON-CANCER CRAB INCIDENTAL TAKE ALLOWANCES

Today’s Item Information  ☐ Action  ☒ 

Authorization to publish notice of intent to adopt regulations for the incidental take of crabs not 
in the genus Cancer in commercial trap fisheries. 

Summary of Previous/Future Actions 

 Approved MRC recommendation for rulemaking Dec 6-7, 2017; San Diego 

 Today’s notice hearing Jun 20-21, 2018; Sacramento 

 Adoption hearing Oct 17-18, 2018; Fresno 

Background 

In recent years, DFW has documented increased landings of species of non-Cancer crab, or 
crabs not in the genus Cancer (including brown box crab and California king crab), with an all-
time high in 2016. Under current laws, incidental take of non-Cancer crabs is permitted in the 
target trap fisheries for rock crab, Dungeness crab, and lobster, with no limit on amount. In Apr 
2018, DFW determined that the harvest of non-Cancer crabs is an emerging fishery and, under 
the Marine Life Management Act, DFW must recommend management measures for FGC’s 
consideration to ensure sustainability (Exhibit 1).  

Proposed Regulations 

Existing regulations in Section 126, governing the commercial harvest of Tanner crab, another 
non-Cancer crab, would be moved to Section 126.1. New Section 126, would govern the 
commercial take of non-Cancer crabs in trap gear and would define Cancer crabs, create 
landing limits for non-Cancer crabs taken incidental to other targeted species in trap gear, and 
require all crabs be landed prior to use as bait. Possession and landing of species in the 
Lithodidae family (box and king crabs) would be limited to no more than 25 pounds per 
species. Sheep crab would be subject to a total allowable catch (TAC) of 95,000 pounds 
annually.The proposed limits for box and king crab are designed to slow current harvest rates 
while research is conducted on these species, and to allow development of an experimental 
gear permit for box crab to investigate the potential for a targeted fishery. The proposed total 
allowable catch (TAC) for sheep crab is intended to maintain the current harvest level, which 
has been stable for over 30 years, and prevent potential, future, unsustainable incidental 
harvest.  

Significant Public Comments 

San Diego nearshore trap fishermen oppose the landing of sheep crab used as bait (Exhibit 6). 

Recommendation 

FGC staff:  Authorize publication of the notice as recommended by DFW. 

DFW:  Authorize publication of the notice as detailed in the draft initial statement of reasons 
(ISOR; Exhibit 3) to limit incidental take of non-Cancer crab. 

[Note:  For background purposes only]
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Exhibits 

1. DFW memo designating non-Cancer crab as emerging fishery, received Apr 6, 2018 
2. DFW memo, received Jun 8, 2018 

3. Draft ISOR 

4. Draft notice of exemption 

5. DFW presentation 

6. Draft economic and fiscal impact statement with attachment 

7. Emails from John E. Law providing a letter from San Diego nearshore trap fishermen 
regarding the landing of sheep crab used as bait, received Jun 3 and 4, 2018 

Motion/Direction  

Moved by _____________ and seconded by _____________ that the Commission authorizes 
publication of a notice of its intent to amend subsection 125.1(c)(3), amend Section 126, and 
add Section 126.1 related to incidental take of crabs not in the genus Cancer in commercial 
trap fisheries. 
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12. BOX CRAB EXPERIMENTAL GEAR PERMIT

Today’s Item Information  ☒ Action  ☐ 

Receive and discuss proposed box crab experimental gear permit (EGP) program, 
participation criteria, and permit conditions. 

Summary of Previous/Future Actions  

 MRC discussed box and king crab Nov 9, 2017; MRC, Marina 
landings increase

 FGC approved MRC recommendation for Dec 6-7, 2017; San Diego 
incidental take limits and EGP program

 Notice hearing for incidental take limits Jun 20-21, 2018; Sacramento 

 MRC update on EGP program Jul 17, 2018; MRC, San Clemente 

 Today’s proposed EGP criteria and conditions Oct 17, 2018; Fresno

 Consider approving EGP applications Dec 12-13, 2018; Oceanside

Background 

In 2017, DFW notified FGC of a rapid increase in landings of box crab and California king crab 
from different gear types in response to developing market demands. While California Fish and 
Game Code Section 8284 specifically authorizes incidental take of several marine 
invertebrates incidental to other target fisheries—such as in the rock crab trap fishery, where 
incidental take of Kellet’s whelk, octopus, and crabs other than of the genus Cancer is 
allowed—no limit on the amount of take is specified.  

In addition, several fishermen contacted FGC with requests to authorize targeting the species 
authorized in Section 8284, either through a regulation change or through an experimental 
fishery via EGPs. However, little biological information is available about the species or 
sustainable harvest levels. In Aug 2017, FGC referred the requests to DFW and MRC for 
review.    

Based on presentations and discussion at the Nov 2017 MRC meeting, MRC recommended, 
and FGC approved, a two-pronged approach in response to the biological concerns and 
industry interest: setting incidental take limits and developing research plans. The first part, 
which establishes conservative incidental take commercial trip limits for Lithodidate crabs 
(including box crab and California king crab) and for all other non-Cancer crab species (except 
Tanner crab), is being accomplished through a rulemaking scheduled for adoption at this 
meeting (see Agenda Item 7). For future research, DFW has been developing an EGP-based 
collaborative research program to be conducted with commercial trap fishermen willing to meet 
conditions necessary for the project. DFW has held two meetings with interested industry 
members to share ideas and get feedback: in May to introduce general project and research 
design, and in Sep to clarify participation criteria, potential catch allocations, and cost-sharing, 
including participant contribution. DFW has sought funding sources to offset costs of electronic 
monitoring equipment and participation in the program. 

[Note:  For background purposes only]
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Today, DFW will present an update on the research design, proposed number of EGP 
particpants, EGP participation criteria and permit conditions, and costs (Exhibit 1). Following 
this meeting, commercial trappers interested in a box crab EGP under defined conditions and 
cost are asked to submit requests to FGC. DFW, including its Law Enforcement Division, will 
review the requests and provide recommendations for FGC approval of EGPs in Dec. 

Significant Public Comments (N/A) 

Recommendation  

FGC staff:  Supports DFW recommendation.   

DFW:  Provide any feedback on the criteria and/or fee for participation in the EGP program, 
and set a deadline of Nov 1 for interested fishermen to submit an EGP request to FGC, which 
would provide sufficient time for review by DFW enforcement prior to the Dec FGC meeting. 

Exhibits 

1. DFW presentation 

Motion/Direction (N/A) 

 



Box Crab Experimental Gear Permit

Terms & Conditions, Permit Distribution

Dr. Julia Coates, Environmental Scientist

Fish & Game Commission, Fresno, October 17, 2018

Andrew Lauermann, Marine Applied Research & Exploration



History & Progress

• Landings increases began 2014

•MRC discussions November 2017 & July 2018

• CDFW Director designated all non-Cancer crabs an emerging 
fishery April 2018

• Constituent meetings April & September 2018

• Regulation change to limit incidental take 
• Notice June 2018
• Adoption today

• Development status:  

Terms & conditions, research, timeline

CDFW



Proposed Permits

•8 Permits Total
•3 north of Pt Conception
•5 south of Pt Conception

•Southern permits distributed 
across 2-3 regions



Recommended Terms & Conditions

• Observer coverage and installation of electronic monitoring 
equipment 

• Permits valid for 1 year with up to 4 renewals

• Permits associated with vessel with < 2 operators

• Permit fee 

• Allowances, with restrictions, for multiple fisheries / trip

• Annual catch limit of 36,000 lbs/permit

• Size limit >5 ¾ in

• Service interval > 96 hrs.  Exceptions for weather or safety.  

• Max 75 traps / permit.  Possible additional allocations to meet 
research needs.  



Terms & Conditions Cont.

• Trap design specifications

• Follow best practices for avoiding mammal & turtle entanglement

• Buoy marking requirements

• No pop-ups

• Cooperation with domoic acid testing

• Fishing off San Clemente & San Nicolas Islands may be restricted     

• Minimum of 50 fishing days per year

• Participate in all requested research data collection activities



Catch Limit

• SoCal annual limit - 180,000 lbs

• Equal allocation of 36,000 lb for 
each of 5 SoCal permits

• Additional 36,000 lb for each 
central/northern permit

•Monthly limit is not required.  
Must accommodate 
experimental work & minimum 
of 50 fishing days.  

Andrew Lauermann, Marine Applied Research & Exploration



Catch Limit Approach

• Consider high and low end points of two biomass estimation 
methods

• Set a conservative catch limit that allows for ~ 50% video 
review

• Limit may be adaptive in subsequent permit years

www.fisheries.noaa.gov



Research, Funding & 
Collaborations

• Electronic monitoring – Ocean Protection Council (OPC), 
Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission (PSMFC)

• Fishing/trap surveys – Fishermen

• Tag-recapture – Sea Grant, NOAA Saltonstall-Kennedy

• Collections & laboratory – Sea Grant, NOAA Saltonstall-
Kennedy

www.archipelago.ca www.wdfw.wa.gov www.afsc.noaa.gov



Electronic Monitoring

• No cost to fishermen, equipment to be returned to CDFW

• Goals
• Bycatch
• Catch (retained & discarded), size, sex
• Develop automated image analysis software
• Test two EM systems and human observers - provide 

guidance for potential broader implementation

www.archipelago.cawww.pelagicdata.com



Costs

2 years participation

CDFW $252,326

Enforcement, Marine Region, License & Revenue Branch, 
Research Materials, Travel/Meetings

OPC / PSMFC $265,468

Electronic Monitoring Hardware, Salary/Time for Data Analysis, 
Travel/Meetings

TOTAL $517,794



Costs & Permit Fee

CDFW 

Enforcement, Marine Region, License & Revenue Branch, 
Research Materials, Travel/Meetings

$252,326

Subtract Marine Region Salary - $156,094

$96,232

Subtract contribution by Resource Legacy Fund - $25,000

$71,232

Divide by 8 permits per year for 2 years $4,452



Permit Issuance

• Recommended requirements
• Current invertebrate trap fishery permit holder  

• Vessel capable of carrying an observer 

• Agree to terms & conditions

• Satisfactory review of compliance history

• Permit distribution
• Interested fishermen submit written request to FGC by Nov. 1

• Qualifications assessed

• Preferred fishing region to be considered

• Fishermen to be notified by Dec. 1

• Request approval of permits at Dec Commission meeting



Next Steps

• Submit permit requests to Commission at fgc@fgc.ca.gov

• Permits finalized at Commission meeting, Dec 12, Oceanside

• If not finalized in December, new statute applies

•Work with permittees to finalize research plans and specific 
fishing constraints

• Install electronic monitoring equipment and begin fishing 
early-mid 2019

• Contact:  Julia.Coates@wildlife.ca.gov
805-730-1328

CDFW



# Name of Applicant Port of Origin

Target Fishing 
Area  (North or 
South of Point 

Conception Specific Areas in Fishing Region
Corresponding DFW Fishing 

Study Region
1 Blue, William Morro Bay North Pt Conception to Pt Sur North of Point Conception
2 Marhsall, Donald Half Moon Bay North Faralon Islands North of Point Conception
3 Melz, Stephen Half Moon Bay North Faralon Islands North of Point Conception
4 Ellis, Ronald Santa Barbara South Northern Channel Islands Point Conception to Point Vicente
5 Grace, Devin Santa Barbara South Northern Channel Islands, SB Coast Point Conception to Point Vicente
6 Jones, Evan Ventura South Northern Channel Islands, Hueneme Canyon Point Conception to Point Vicente
7 Liso, Matthew Santa Barbara South Northern Channel Islands, SB Coast, Outer Banks Point Conception to Point Vicente
8 Lobo, Travis Santa Barbara South Northern Channel Islands, SB Coast Point Conception to Point Vicente
9 Olsen, Greg Santa Barbara South Santa Barbara Channel, Santa Rosa Island Point Conception to Point Vicente

10 Voss, Christopher Santa Barbara South Northern Channel Islands Point Conception to Point Vicente
11 Campbell, Bruce Oceanside South San Clemente, Outer Banks, San Diego coast South of Point Vicente
12 Major, Daniel San Diego South Southern Channel Islands, Outer Banks South of Point Vicente
13 Markoff, Christopher San Diego South San Clemente, Outer Banks South of Point Vicente
14 Slaughter, Shane San Diego South San Nicolas, Outer Banks South of Point Vicente
15 Voyatzis, Marcos Newport Beach South San Nicolas, Santa Barbara Island, Outer Banks South of Point Vicente

CALIFORNIA FISH AND GAME COMMISSION
STATEMENTS OF INTEREST FOR 

BOX CRAB EXPERIMENTAL GEAR PERMIT CONSIDERATION
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